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S18-37ADSD-ROJG5 - Speed and Direction Gear Tooth Sensor
Speed Direction Sensor, 110C, D flip flop 25G, reg input, npn open collector output, Stainless 18x1mm x 53mm
housing, jacketed 4 wire 22AWG 80C PVC, 5 ft
TRUE ZERO SPEED
ALL STEEL GEARS 4-24 PITCH
1/2 TOOTH MIN HYSTERESIS

The 37ADSD Digital Speed Sensor provides 2 digital outputs as gear teeth rotate by the sensor's face. These sensors have 2 internal
sensing elements that are physically placed 1/4, 3/4 or 1 1/4 tooth apart. The internal quadrature phase angle (phase shift from channel A
to channel B) ideally should be 90 degrees. This will only happen if the correct gear pitch is used, and the sensor is aligned to the target's
rotation direction. Therefore, when ordering this sensor, it cannot be built until the factory receives the gear pitch for the intended target.
Gear pitch = (the # of teeth on the gear) / (the gear's contact diameter in inches)
Specifications may not be valid when the application is not detecting an end-sensed, 14.5 pressure angle, steel spur gear. The presence of
ferrous metals or strong magnetic fields in close proximity to the sensor's internal magnet may also invalidate the specifications. Engineers
are available to assist in target design and applications with non-standard targets. Custom target specifications can only be guaranteed
when the customer supplies a target along with any additional components that may affect sensor output, and the customer has validated
function in the finished application.
The 37ADSD is a true zero speed Gear Tooth Sensor. The direction signal is resolved by a D Flip flop. Internal signal B is used for the D
signal, and signal A (SPEED) runs the clock input. When the gear changes direction, the direction signal changes states upon the falling
edge from SPEED. The direction signal is designed to always power up with the output off if the target is not moving.
For non standard targets such as bolt heads and holes in rotating discs we offer the 37ADSDO sensors. Call or check our website to
compare options.
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